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as.traders. In all the troubles of Ireland from the
eighteenth century onwards, they have been singularly
Immune from disturbance and devoid of partisanship.
Two members of their body are in the Senate.
If both the Anglican Church and the Presbyterian
Church in Ireland have a distinctive Irish character,
the same is naturally much truer of that communion
to which three-fourths of the Irish people belong.
Converted by St. Patrick, who called himself Romanus,
a Roman subject, and who wrote and thought of himself
as constrained to dwell outside the Roman world,
Ireland took furiously to Christianity ;  but the plant
in its new soil grew unshaped and untended from
without, owing to the break-up of the Roman world ;
and when the converted Island became missionary in
its turn and carried back the Gospel to Britain, it
was, in a sense, a different Gospel.   " England at a
momentous period in her early history (the Synod
of Whitby in 664) practically had the choice between
Roman and Irish Christianity/' says a learned Pole,
illustrating by this parallel the religious evolution of
Poland.   There was no doubt something of what Mr.
Dybowski calls " factious provincialism ?) in the type
of Church that grew so strongly among the GaeL
In the generation after the Synod of Whitby, Adamnan,
Abbot of lona, laboured to bring the Gaelic Christians
into conformity with the Latinised Europe, on such
questions as the tonsure and the date of Easter ; and
he was to some degree successful.   But the Scandi-
navian wars checked all peaceful development;   and
by the twelfth century Ireland, though a Christian
country, had fallen outside what Mr. Dybowski calls
" that mediaeval League of Nations which consisted
of the Catholic peoples."   The Irish were treated by
the Normans as lying outside the pale of chivalry:
their isolation was already marked by their absence
from the great European movement of the Crusades.
During the. three centuries and a half up to the Tudor
period and the Reformation, Ireland was in all its

